RECEIVE, ANALYZE AND REVISE COST PROPOSALS
EXACTLY AS YOUR CONTRACTORS PREPARE THEM,
WITHOUT MANUALLY RECREATING THE DATA

Government Edition

Avoid unnecessary time spent by Government contracting personnel in creating electronic
models. The working ProPricer model can eliminate the modeling process and facilitate constructive
communications between the Government and the contractor during proposal evaluation, fact-finding
and negotiations.

Never Re-Model a Contractor’s Cost Model Again
Government cost analysts can take a ProPricer cost proposal that was digitally
submitted and, with just a few clicks, have the entire proposal in their working
environment ready for review and analysis.
See Exactly What the Contractor Submitted
Receive cost and pricing data submissions in a standardized format, whether or not the contractor
already uses ProPricer. Since the very data you’re viewing was calculated and exported from the
contractor’s own internal estimating system, there are no formulas to validate - simply review the
rates and pricing logic used.
Analyze Pricing from the Top Down
Summarize, sort, and report on price by CLIN, WBS, or any user-defined field by simply checking
boxes. Identify specific cost elements for deeper dives into the detail.
Perform Cost Analysis and Technical Evaluations from Any Location
The different proposal views allow cost analysts and technical evaluators to drill down and make
modifications on the individual cost estimates at any level of detail. Use more than 90
system-generated reports or create custom reports, as needed. Reporting outputs include,
Screen Reporting for review, PDF, Word and Excel (Full Formula Support).
Quickly Make Revisions and Export Negotiation Positions
With our “what-if” capabilities, users can easily run a multitude of scenarios including, time-phasing,
resource changes, target profit/fee, and more. Once revised, export newly priced proposals and
send them back to the offerer, or create comparison reports highlighting specific proposal elements
to share specific positions.

Past Performance
� Listed as a tool in the DoD Sole Source Streamlining Toolbox
� Certified to run on all United States Air Force computers (AFNIC Certified)
� ProPricer is the enterprise pricing application for most of the large defense and aerospace contractors
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